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[email protected] ABSTRACT Mobile vision services are a type of mobile ITS applications that emerge with increased miniaturization of sensor and computing devices, such as in camera equipped mobile phones, and appropriate adoption of advanced computer vision methodologies. The interpretation of mobile imagery with reference to geo-coded information from augmented city maps offers new applications. In this paper we describe a central component in mobile geo-service application, the Mobile Mapping Data Warehouse (MOMA) as developed by Tele Atlas, and associated prototypical mobile vision services that make use of MOMA features and cognitive vision technology, such as, (i) vision based geo-indexed object recognition, (ii) image based localization, and (iii) hyperlinking reality via camera phones. We demonstrate the applicability of the state-of-the-art mobile vision technology and outline a roadmap towards the realization of future mobile ITS applications. KEYWORDS Mobile interfaces, digital city maps, geo-services, cognitive vision, mobile mapping. A general framework about the requirements of geo-services that would use geospatial information for the support of mobile services, in particular, vision based functionalities that enable natural interfaces for situated annotation in a local urban environment, has been proposed in [1]. Geo-coded imagery, event and context information are stored as part of city maps in order to make the maps intelligent and to exploit further context information of objects. In the EU funded project MOBVIS [12], we develop advanced methodologies to aid mobile vision and context awareness tasks using the enhanced Tele Atlas 2D and 3D City Maps. Augmenting the maps with visual features, semantic and context information enables to support within a given context specifically targeted geo-services in order to deliver appropriate georeferenced map information on demand. Mobile vision services are an emerging technology within on-going market trends: Currently, camera phones are entering the rapid growth stage and they will soon be the most common image capture device in the world. Market research estimated that over 175 million camera phones were shipped in 2004, and that by the end of the decade there will be a global population of over one billion mobile imaging handsets more than double the number of digital still cameras. Furthermore, in 2010 revenues from location-based services will reach € 622 million and account for 1.8 percent of the non-voice services. These figures demonstrate that a systematic way for the



combination of mobile imagery and geo-coded information will provide a high impact on the future markets. This work outlines the development of a central system component for mobile vision services, i.e., the Mobile Mapping Data Warehouse (MOMA) that provides geo-coded reference information and interfaces to geo-services in interaction with advanced computer vision (cognitive vision) technology. The MOMA consists of databases for raw mobile mapping data, image and position metadata, such as object identity, category, pose information, and services to select arbitrary data via user interfaces and specifically tuned geo-service components. Object Awareness provides a concept for semantic indexing into huge information spaces where standard approaches suffer from the high complexity in the search processing otherwise, thus providing a means to relate the mobile agent to a semantic aspect of the environment. Visual object recognition using innovative and robust pattern recognition methodologies is an emerging technology to be applied in mobile computing services [2]. Due to the many degrees of freedom in visual object recognition, it is highly mandatory to use a geo-context to focus object recognition on a specific set of object hypotheses. In this work, we describe the improved performance in geo-indexed object recognition [4] and specifically how this methodology interfaces to geo-referenced data using MOMA services. MOBILE MAPPING IMAGERY AND ITS APPLICATIONS A constituent part of the mobile mapping data warehouse is mobile mapping imagery (see Figure 1.a). The mobile mapping imagery is a set of images with known geographic position and camera orientation collected by a mobile mapping van (see Figure 1.b) during the process of map making.



a b Figure 1. An example of mobile mapping imagery (a) and the Tele Atlas mobile mapping van (b). While traditionally mobile mapping imagery has been used only for map-making, it has recently been put to some new uses. The most prominent new use for mobile mapping imagery is Google's Streetview [6], where users are given the option of browsing mobile mapping imagery themselves. The street level gives users a completely novel map experience by immersing them in a specific micro-location where they can explore the scene on a level of detail never before provided to users by a map. In this paper we present three applications that employ computer vision techniques to extend the use of mobile mapping imagery beyond simple visualization. In the first application, a mobile image is used to return annotation about the most prominent



point of interest found in the visual information. In the second application, imagery is used to enable localization of the user based on a single snapshot, while in the third application, the user's photo is augmented with hyperlinks to additional information about buildings, monuments, logos and other objects depicted on the photo. IMAGE BASED GEO-INDEXED OBJECT RECOGNITION Image based recognition of points of interest provides an intuitive interface to directly access annotation in urban scenes. While location based services have already been presented using GPS based indexing into, e.g., tourist databases alone, these kind of mobile services still require a considerable overhead in terms of interaction with the mobile device and result in lack of intuition in the access of relevant information. Purely image based recognition [1,2] only requires to direct the mobile camera to the object of interest, capture an image and receive annotation in return, therefore it represents to the mobile user an intuitive choice using visual information. The methodology behind these services is to match the visual features that were extracted from the captured image with features that were stored from reference images. Reference images can be retrieved from the mobile mapping data warehouse described in the previous Section. A major issue for the performance of these services is uncertainty in visual information; covering large urban areas with naive approaches would require to refer to a huge amount of reference images and consequently to highly ambiguous visual features. Previous work on mobile vision services primarily advanced the state-of-theart in computer vision methodology for the application in urban scenarios. However, so far it has not been considered to investigate the contribution of geo-information to the performance of the vision service. In [4] we proposed to exploit contextual information from geo-services with the purpose to cut down the visual search space into a subset of all available object hypotheses in the large urban area. Geoinformation in association with visual features enables to restrict the search within a local context. The results from experimental tracks and image captures in an urban scenario prove a significant increase in recognition accuracy about more than 10% [4] and use of computational resources when using in contrast to omitting geo-contextual information. Figure 2 presents the intuitive interaction with the mobile device (a,b) and a trajectory of user positions (c) during an evaluation session in the Inner City of Graz, Austria. Note that due to the urban canyon effect the GPS based position signal may deviate from the ground truth, however, this effect is irrelevant for the indexing into image databases and demonstrates that image based recognition is an important asset for mobile location based services. Other mobile vision services can be defined in a similar manner, such as mobile advertising (d) when capturing images from shops including brand information and retrieving annotation about, e.g., related offers and information about new products that are available at the shop. The mobile mapping data warehouse is an important prerequisite for mobile vision applications, providing the mandatory information about geo-referenced images about the urban environment and offering opportunity to associate the visual information with related map features, such as points of interest, marketing and tourist information.
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Figure 2: Image based recognition of urban points of interest is initiated by an image capture about the object of interest (a) and returns annotation about tourist sights (b). User positions are tracked via GPS (c) and index into relevant map information. With similar methodology (d), mobile interfaces inform about related map information.



Figure 3: The user position and camera orientation (yellow arrow) is determined by relating the user image (blue frame) and reference images (green frames) to each other.



IMAGE BASED LOCALIZATION Localization for navigation is usually associated with satellite based services, e.g. GPS, but there exist several other localization techniques such as positioning based on WiFi [7] and GSM-based positioning [8]. Recent advances in computer vision [9, 10, 3, 11] have enabled another alternative to satellite based positioning that uses positioning relative to a set of images with known geographic position and camera orientation. In our case we have used the mobile mapping imagery as reference images. Image-based localization (Figure 3) starts by identifying corresponding image regions (dark green lines in Figure 3) in the user and reference images. Then, geometry relating the user and the reference images is estimated. Finally, the user's position and orientation is triangulated relative to the (known) position and orientation of the reference images. Please refer to [5] for further details about our approach to imagebased localization and a quantitative comparison of several localization techniques that has shown that computer vision enables localization accuracies comparable to GPS. The image-based localization can therefore augment the GPS, or in some circumstances where GPS performs poorly, even replace it.



Figure 4: To access information about objects in the surrounding, user just snaps a photo (left image) and objects on the image become hyperlinks to information (right image) that the user can access by simply tapping an icon. HYPERLINKING REALITY VIA CAMERA PHONES A further application that employs computer vision to extend the use of mobile mapping imagery is “Hyperlinking Reality via Camera Phones”. The objective of this application is to enable a novel interface for mobile devices. Instead of typing keywords on the small and clumsy keypad of a mobile device, the user just snaps a photo of his surroundings and objects on the image become hyperlinks to information (see Figure 4 for an example). This second application is a natural extension of the image-based localization application presented in the previous paragraph. The establishment of relations between the query image and the mobile mapping imagery enables a transfer of information from the mobile mapping imagery to the query image. The information that is annotated on the mobile mapping imagery are the location of interesting buildings, logos, banners and other objects of interest, thus enabling a natural interface for exploring an urban environment for the pedestrian user.
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